he's doing somersaults).

COMPPOSED OF: -at- semireflexive, -yelunyu- plus te- dualic, do some-thing to, fool, trick, decorate.

DERIVED BASES:
tewatluhyayelunyu? Northern Lights.
NOTE: Incorporated nouns occur between the semireflexive and -yelunyu-

-atyelu?- v.a. get fooled, have an accident. ukatyeyelu-? I got into an accident, I got fooled, wahotyelu-? he got into an accident, he got fooled, waʔakotyelu-? she got into an accident, she got fooled.

COMPPOSED OF: -at- semireflexive, -yelu- deceptive someone, -ʔ- benefactive.
NOTE: The ? of the ʔ cluster is replaced by length after accented vowels.

-atyenahninuhe? v.a. be oil sellers. lutyenahni núhe? they (m.) are oil sellers.
COMPPOSED OF: -ive/-yen- oil, grease, fat, -atAhninu- sell, -he? habitual.

-atyenawast- v.a. hold onto, keep, use up. latyenawastá? he's holding onto it, he's keeping or preserving it, he's using it up. wakatyanawastú? I'm holding onto it (e.g., for support, or to keep it). waʔkatyanawaste? I held onto it.

Aspect class: E1.
NOTE: Possibly composed of the -at- semireflexive, a verb root -yenaw-, and the -st- causative suffix. See also: -yena- supportive.

-atyenawast- v.a. use time or space to do something. wakatyanawastá? it takes me so long to do something, I'm using so much space. ukwatyenawaste? it took me this long or this much time, waʔukwatyenawaste? it took us this much time to do it, awakatyanawaste? I will use this much time or space.

*Tóhka? s kwi- niw:shiníhalá thiká waʔukwatyenawaste? ayakwayáho? It would take us several days to plant. (G1)
NOTE: This base differs from the previous entry in that it requires patient prefixes, but the composition of the base is the same.

-atyenaʔklahkwani/-atyenaʔklahkw- v.a. burp a greasy burp.

COMPPOSED OF: -at- semireflexive, -ive/-yen- oil, grease, fat, -ʔkel/-ʔkl/-ʔyaʔtaʔkel/-ʔyaʔtaʔk float, drift, -hkw- instrumental, -ʔni/-ʔ- benefactive.
NOTE: The alternant atyenaʔklahkwani- occurs in the habitual aspect, -atyenaʔklahkw- occurs in the punctual aspect.


• Nök tsi? akweká kwi- swakatyesáhtu, yáh teʔkottókha? ne? thó ne? ohwísta? But then I wasted it all, I didn't know anything at that time about money. (C1)

COMPPOSED OF: -atyesahe- be cheap, be available, be willing, -ht- causa-tive.
NOTE: The final ht of the base becomes t before h and word-finall.

-atyesahe- v.s. be cheap, be available, be willing. watyesá it's cheap, lotyesá? he's available, he's willing, yakotyesá she's willing. Pre-pausal: yakotye-śá. Aspect class: A.